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  Helping Mothers Understand  
  Dysphoric Milk Ejection Reflex (D-MER)  
  �	
��� 

  Ŝȹ�¥�ȱɇŗƮ

What is Dysphoric Milk Ejection Reflex?  
D-MER is a newly recognized condition affecting lac-
tating women that is characterized by an abrupt dys-
phoria, or negative emotions that occur just before 
milk release and continue not more than a few min-
utes. This reaction to letdown may occur when pump-
ing, nursing, or when experiencing a spontaneous let-
down (milk releasing when not nursing/pumping.) 
Many different words are used to explain the feelings 
that take place with D-MER. Some of the most fre-
quent are: Hollow feelings in the stomach * Anxiety * 
Sadness * Dread * Introspectiveness * Nervousness * 
Anxiousness * Emotional upset * Angst * Irritability * 
Hopelessness * Something in the pit of the stomach *  

Q!�Ŝȹ�¥�ȱɇŗƮɼ 
Ŝȹ�¥�ȱɇŗƮɹɷD-MERɸ��^�óīƆ�ÿǐɬɇàX¡��¢õD
ȆŗãɹĄK�ɺɛ��ɇɆȉ��ŰW9)�Ŝȹ�¥ĜĻƂɷǥ�ɸDȆɹ
Đĵ�Â(�2řɳ�^;śȏɷletdownɸɷɇɆȉ�ɸ�ŗã'9)�ǖśƲ
ǖśɲɬɇ#ɹĜ�9ȱɇɷ.	ǖśƲǖśĜɬɇ#�ɇɆȉ�ɸ�#�ɳŁ�
���ǸńrCćȉ9)D-MER#�Z½ɳ��4õ��	ɺ“÷ɉ�Zm”ɲ
“ȌȜ”ɲ“ǈû”ɲ“Ȋɐ”ɲ“�Ǫ”ɲ“źí”ɲ“ɅȜ”ɲ“DȆ�¥”ɲ“ɪɞ”ɲ“Ŝ
ȹ”ɲ“ŴÙ”ɲ“�´ȇL	Q!Æºɷ�´�%ɀL	Q!Æºɸ”ɳ

What causes D-MER?  
Research has shown that D-MER is physiological not psychological – which means 
that it is not past experiences or repressed memories that cause it. D-MER occurs as 
a result of inappropriate dopamine activity when the milk ejection reflex is activat-
ed. Investigation is still underway to pinpoint the more specific mechanism.  
Q!É�ƠƽD-MERÖɼ 
�	�ǹǦ¤xɹD-MER�)��d��%��——�zġ0D-MER��(+�
tƛĜƵɈ�ØǉdƠƽ�ɳD-MER�9)�ķ��ƮɇŗƮrƖ]#�Ţ��
�Ƥɯ]\ɹ ¨ǹǦȝ�¶v�ɹ5ǒ�UƄ°�iăɳ

Length and Severity  
Some mothers have very mild D-MER, often describing it simply as a “sigh” or a 
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“pang”. On the other end of the spectrum are some mothers who feel extremely in-
tense emotions resulting in suicidal thoughts, thoughts of self-harm or angry feel-
ings. Most mothers notice it within the first few weeks of breastfeeding and for 
some it will be gone by the time the baby is three months old. For others it contin-
ues until weaning, regardless of the child’s age. Some mothers find that D-MER 
gets less severe and slowly dissipates as the baby gets older until they suddenly re-
alize they don’t feel it anymore. There seem to be no “norms” when it comes to 
this, other than that the older the baby gets (3, 6, 9 months and on) the easier it 
seems to be to manage it. However, a mother’s D-MER will be harder for her to 
handle if she also has PPD or an anxiety disorder as well.  
#|�ŭ:ǳªŽÊ 
��ÌÌ$	-ĪF�D-MERɹtõƟąĀB��đ“ɑÕ”Ĝ�ȏ“ƹģ”ɳ�ƀ
Í��	ǳªD-MER�ƻ×$ɹ¦$Z�ƂÊźí�DȆɹŏ)�Ǖ�Ŋ�5ů
��ûŪ��ÏĜȦǯ�DȆɳ��Ĕ�ƻ×�ɬɇ�4ƶ�ċÚ�Ěz�Āɹ�
�ƻ×�ÀÀM�Ç��#��Ļö�ɳ;Gƻ×&ɹĀ�ðĐĵĶĢɇɹ�
Ľé3�AȪ�,ɳ	�ÌÌ9Sħ0ɘÁ��ɹD-MER  ® �<!ǳª�ɹâ
ƸūūĻöɹð�¦$ŰWzƆ�¦$��Zm��Ā�ɳǅ�òɹƫ�ɘÁAȪ
Å�ɷ3ɹ6ɹ9�Ç:5�ɸƿǇÅąĝǴăɷã;ɸÍɹ�´.	G“ƅŘ”ɳ
Wdɹ;���ƻ×&ɹej¦�#ȧ	ŏHɈȃȔɷpostparturm depressionɹ
PPDɸĜɅȜ¡ɓɜɹ¦�U�£5ã;D-MERɳ

Cures and Treatments  
Mothers with severe D-MER who are interested in treating with pharmaceuticals 
are encouraged to work with their practitioners to find a medication that is right for 
them that will increase dopamine levels. Mothers with more moderate or mild D-
MER can work with their lactation consultant regarding natural treatments and life-
style changes. More can be learned by visiting www.D-MER.org where you can 
also get information that can be taken to your health care provider.  
ǞȤɷǞɏ:ǞȤɸ
ãȖȑȧ	ǳªD-MER�ƸŉzǛáǞȤ�ƻ×�¦$�ƣ)�1Ý�5ñ��
^ŢÝ¦$ėh�Ƥɯ{ê�Ǜáɳ�ÊĜĪÊD-MER�ƻ×'5�ɬɇǠ¹Ý
�ȍC�WȤÏ:ĸ®)]nŅ�nÏɳÓ(ȩ¹www.D-MER.org'5� U�
�n��`Ɔɹ�ü�Ĳ�*'5 ���'ĆɄR��ƇƝƜ�ęɷƣ)ɸ�k
Õɳ

Good Mothers Giving Good Milk  
Mothers can’t cause D-MER – it is a hormonal problem. Even though it feels like 
it’s in your head, it's not – it’s hormonal. You did nothing to cause it. It’s not be-
cause of a history of depression, or a history of sexual abuse, or because of the 
birthing experience. It’s not because you don’t love your baby enough or because 
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you’re a bad mother. The feelings are not reality; they are hormones that are trick-
ing you, sending mixed messages to your brain.  
�ƻ×�ś{
ƻ×��ƠƽD-MER——Ā�ƖƼɷɌǀȿɸ�¹ÔɳČē�ZmĀ�´��Ŗ
ÈLɹ�Ā��— —Ā�ƖƼɷɌǀȿɸēWɳ����É�ɷ���Ơƽ
ĀɸɳĀ����ɈȃǜɹĜ¡ǷĮǜɹĜ�)ŏ�tƛdƠƽ�ɳ�_ɹĀ��
�����"��é3ɹĜ������ưƻ×dƠƽ�ɳ�^Zm��@��ɻ
��ɌǀȿɷƖƼɸ�Ȯȅ�ɹƖƼɷɌǀȿɸæ���Ŗ9Ă�ȈÝkÕɳ

Weaning  
No one should ever have to wean their baby if they are not ready, but D-MER 
makes mothers feel so uncomfortable when breastfeeding, that some decide to 
wean. Maybe knowing that it is just a hormonal problem will help you understand 
the feelings better. Talking to others and understanding that you are not alone can 
also be helpful. Remembering that just because you don’t experience the “warm 
fuzzies” often associated with breastfeeding doesn’t make you abnormal or weird; 
D-MER is a hormonal malfunction. If you do decide to wean, find people who un-
derstand and support you; there is no need to replace the feelings of D-MER with 
the guilt you may place on yourself for weaning when you weren’t ready.  

Ģɇ 

ej.	Řš�ɹĥĈ
���R¦$�é3Ƨśɹ�D-MER�ēƻ×ɬɇ#Z
��ŢɹƠƽ	�ƻ×Ŕ�Ƨśɳ�Ł��`P��B���ƖƼ�¹Ô#ɹ��
Œƌ�U�8�ć�^Zmɳ�_ɹ��
İǅâzƆ���â�ǣøɹ��	
Œƌ�ɳ��`PɹB����.	tƛ(<^:ɬɇ ¨�“şƺɚƍ”�Zm
ɷ“ȢƿşƁ�Zm”ɸɹ�â��J�m �Iŗõ:ǆǻɷ�'ĭǔɸɻD -
M E R���ƖƼɷɌǀȿɸ�Őɓɳej�Ŕ�Ƨśɹñ���ć:ōĐ��

ɻ��.	Řš�#ɹ.	ı�ƧśɹJĢɇ�Úɨ¯ĞD-MER�Z½ɳ

Out of Control  
If during D-MER you feel uncontrollable emotions, a desire to hurt yourself or your 
baby, or uncontrollable anger, talk to someone and get help. The feelings are brief, 
but they are intense and can feel very real and frightening. There are solutions; you 
shouldn’t have to feel this way when breastfeeding and you shouldn’t have to wean 
because of it if you aren’t ready, but your safety and your baby’s safety are most 
important. Take a D-MER handout to a medical professional, someone who wants 
to help you to continue to breastfeed your baby, and who will help you find a way 
to control your D-MER.  
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ej�D - M E Rà|�ZmDȆöǴɹ�ûŪ�IĜ��é3ɹĜOÏǴăȦǯ
#ɹ�'�G
İǅ5� Œƌɳ�^DȆ�ŭȲ�ɹ�Ā$�ëǤ�ɹ'5Zm
�Ĵõ@�:'łɳ�L	ćŔ�ŚÏɻ�ɬɇ#��ãü	�_�Zmɹej�
.	Řš���ãü���^ZmdƧśɹ���¥s:�ÀÀ�¥s�4ª��ɳ
¿�Ħ	¨D-MER�ļƷɷŞƔɸ+ǶȩƣVÒï
ƈɹ�	
ŉzŒƌ�Ũĵ
ɬɇ��ÀÀɹ��	
Œƌ�ñ���nÏǴă��D-MERɳ
Nausea, Itching, Depression and Thirst  
• The isolated nausea that some women get with letdown is not D-MER. 

That is just one physical symptom. You can feel nauseous with D-MER 
but if it’s just nausea-it’s not D-MER.  

• Itching with milk release is a separate physical symptom. D-MER can go along 
with it, but D-MER always has an emotional effect as well.  

• D-MER is not postpartum depression. It is a separate problem, an emotional over-
load that is fleeting, that sweeps over you like a wave, before milk release. You 
can have PPD and D-MER, but it’s the negative emotional wave at letdown that 
sets D-MER apart.  

• There is a common phenomenon of breastfeeding mothers getting an extreme 
thirst with milk release (commonly called letdown thirst). Many D-MER mothers 
experience this same thirst, but not all, showing that the thirst is most likely a 
separate component.  
ƞ%ɹɰɖɹɈȃ:èɁ

•��X¡�ȱɇ#9)�øŕƞ%��D - M E Rɹ<B����°ȔǨɳ�D -
MER#�'5m ƞ%ɹ�ejB�ƞ%ɹ<���D-MERɳ

•ɇɆȉ�#6S�ɰɖ���øŕ��°ȔǨɳD-MER'5Ǯħ0ɰɖɹ�D-
MERÄ�	��DȆŗãɳ 

•D-MER��ŏHɈȃȔɹD-MER���øŕ�¹Ôɹ��^DȆÂ¸ɷDȆƵ
qɸɹ�^DȆßȐČɕɹȷe�ȏǼĎɹ�ɇɆȉ�c�ȳȨ��ɳ�'5�
#ȧŏHɈȃȔ:D-MERɹ�B�ȉ�ɇɆ#6Sǥ�DȆǼ\�ĄKɹ'ēD-
MER�ŏHɈȃȔŤ�>ɳ 

•ɬɇ�ƻ×	��ǧǍ�SƒɹČħ0ɇɆ�ȉ�ɹZm�ƂÊèɁɷȻƱ“ȱɇ
#�èɁ”ɸɳŁ�D-MER�ƻ×tƛ�_�èɁɹ���sçɹ&x�^èɁ
Ƃ	'����øŕ��Ƽɳ 

Education  
Many professionals are not aware of this problem. There has been too little known 
about it and not enough mothers coming forward to speak about the emotions they 
experience while breastfeeding. Too often mothers have been embarrassed, have 
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thought they were the only ones and have been dismissed when they have spoken of 
it. As women and professionals work together to become better educated about D-
MER, awareness and understanding will increase and ongoing progress will be 
made.  
ğƴ

Ł�Òï
ƈ�.	zƆ�D-MER¹Ôɳ;Ā��ć�YÃɹ.	ųŠ��ƻ×
ŉzu\8ļ6¦$ɬɇ#�tƛ�<^DȆɳƻ×õõZ�ɣɡɹâ5��I�
ǫ�	�^DȆ�ƻ×ɹ�¦$ļ6�^Z½#ɹľľ�r
�ä½ɳħ0X¡:
Òï
ƈ�1Ý�âä½D-MER ¨n��Ǣ�ğƴɹīƆ:�ć����ėh
âƸ�¯ Đĵ�¶ƚɳ
 

  Helping Others Understand  
  Dysphoric Milk Ejection Reflex (D-MER)  

  �	������ 
  Ŝȹ�¥�ĕɇŗƮ 

 “You Have What?”  
Your wife, a sister, a daughter, your girlfriend or a friend has just told you she is 
suffering from D-MER. What is it? What is Dysphoric Milk Ejection Reflex? D-
MER is a newly recognized condition affecting lactating women that is character-
ized by an abrupt dysphoria, or negative emotions that occur just before milk re-
lease and continue not more than a few minutes. This reaction to letdown may oc-
cur when pumping, nursing, or when experiencing a spontaneous letdown (milk re-
leasing when not nursing/pumping.) Many different words are used to explain the 
feelings that take place with D-MER. Some of the most frequent are: Hollow feel-
ings in the stomach * Anxiety * Sadness * Dread * Introspectiveness * Nervousness 
* Anxiousness * Emotional upset * Angst * Irritability * Hopelessness * Something 
in the pit of the stomach *  
“�	Q!ɼ”
��ț3ɲőŸɲXÁɲ��X«bĜ«b~�ŌƯ�¦ȧ��D-MERɳQ!�
D-MERɼQ!�Ŝȹ�¥�ȱɇŗƮɼD-MER��^�óīƆ�ÿǐɬɇàșX
�DȆŗãɹĄK�ɛ��ɇɆȉ��ŰW9)�Ŝȹ�¥ĜĻƂDȆɹâƸĐĵ
�Â(�2řɳ�^;ȱɇɷletdownɸ�ŗã'9)�ǖśƲǖśɲȽś#ɹĜ
�9�ɇɷ.	ǖśƲǖśĜȽś#�ɇɆȉ�ɸ�#�ɳŁ����ǸńrC
ćȉ9)D-MER#�Z½ɳ��4õ��	ɺ“÷ɉ�Zm”ɲ“ȌȜ”ɲ“ǈû”ɲ
“Ȋɐ”ɲ“�Ǫ”ɲ“źí”ɲ“ɅȜ”ɲ“DȆ�¥”ɲ“ɪɞ”ɲ“Ŝȹ”ɲ“ŴÙ”ɲ“�
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“So It’s Like Post Partum Depression?”  
It’s not postpartum depression. It is a separate problem - an emotional overload that 
is fleeting, that sweeps over her like a wave before letdown. She can have PPD and 
D-MER, but it’s the wave of emotions at letdown that differentiate between the 
two.  

“Ā�´ŏHɈȃȔɼ” 
D-MER��ŏHɈȃȔɳĀ���ŕű�¹Ôɹ��^DȆÂ¸ɷDȆƵqɸɹ
�^DȆßȐČɕɹȷe�ǝǼĎɹ��ɇc�ȳȨ�¦ɳ¦'5�#ȧŏHɈȃ
Ȕ:D-MERɹ��ɇ#o6S�DȆǼ\ɷD-MERɸēfę	�Ť�ɳ

 “Sounds Bad. So Why Keep Breastfeeding?”  
Breastfeeding is still important. Many mothers feel that the risks associated with 
utilizing formula are great enough to keep them from weaning despite the chal-
lenges of D-MER. And certainly no one should ever have to wean their baby if they 
are not ready. But D-MER makes mothers feel so uncomfortable when breastfeed-
ing, that many are weaning even though they don’t want to. If she does decide to 
wean, it needs to be her own choice without pressure from others. She will need 
people who understand and support her. It is important that she does not replace the 
feelings of D-MER with feelings of guilt for weaning when she isn’t ready.  
“©1��ɹ�Q!*�ũĐƻɇȽŝɼ” 
ƻɇȽŝȝW-ª�ɳťĽƁ�D-MER�ƩĤɹ�Ł�ƻ×ī�ſnśȽŝ�¼
ǂų5ē¦$�ŉƧśɳ�Wɹej¦$.	Řš�ɹ.	
�R¦$�é3Ƨśɳ
�D-MERēƻ×ɬɇ#Z�Ą���Ǌìɹ5ƽ�	Ł�ƻ×Ŕ�ƧśɹČē¦
$�Dŉɳej¦ǒ�Ŕ�Ƨśɹ¦�[6�I�îƊɹd�ý���
�Ƶqɳ
¦�ý���
$��ć:ōĐɳ�¦.	Řš�#ɹ¦��5�ƧśZ��Úɨ
Z¯ĞD-MER�Z½ɹ��K�-ª��ɳ

 “Is it Because...”  
Mothers can’t cause D-MER- it’s a hormonal problem. Even though it feels like it’s 
in her head, it's not - it’s hormonal. She did nothing to cause it, she can’t snap out of 
it. She can’t help it or stop it. It’s not because of a history of depression, or a history 
of sexual abuse, or because of her birthing experience. It’s not because she doesn’t 
love her baby enough or because she’s a bad mother. The feelings she experiences 
with D-MER are not real; they are hormones that are tricking her.  
“Ā���…” 
ƻ×��ƠƽD - M E R — —Ā�ƖƼɷɌǀȿɸ�¹ÔɳČēĀ�´���ŖÈ
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Lɹ�Ā��— —Ā�ƖƼɷɌǀȿɸēWɳ¦��.	É�ɷ¦��Ơƽ
Āɸɹ¦�OÏȀȂĀɳ¦;Ā�D��ȰĜ��ŲǃĀɹĀ����ɈȃǜɹĜ
¡ǷĮǜɹĜ�)ŏ�tƛdƠƽ�ɳ�_ɹĀ�����¦�Ë2"¦�é3ɹ
Ĝ������ưƻ×dƠƽ�ɳ¦�D-MER#�tƛ�Z½��@��ɻ�
�ɌǀȿɷƖƼɸ�Ȯȅ¦ɳ

“So What Does Cause It?”  
Research demonstrates that it is physiological not psychological – which means that 
it is hormones in the body, not past experiences or repressed memories that are 
causing it. In preliminary studies professionals have found that D-MER is caused 
by inappropriate dopamine activity when the milk ejection reflex is activated. In-
vestigation is still underway to pinpoint the more specific mechanism. 
“<!�Q!É�ǎ1�D-MERÖɼ”
ǹǦ¤xɹD-MER�)����%��ŗãɹ�zġ0Ā���°Ú�ƖƼƠƽ
�ɹd��(+�tƛĜrƵɈ�ØǉdƠƽ�ɳ�ƶĿ�ǹǦ�ɹǹǦ
ù�t
9SɹD-MER  �ķ�ƮɇŗƮrƖ]#�Ţ���Ƥɯ]\�ƽɳ ¨ǹǦȝ�
¶v�ɹ5ǒ�UƄ°�iăɳ

“Let’s Fix It!”  
Mothers with severe D-MER are encouraged to work with their practitioners in or-
der to find a medication that increases dopamine levels that is right for them. Moth-
ers with more moderate or mild D-MER can work with their lactation consultant 
regarding natural treatments and lifestyle changes. For mothers with mild to moder-
ate D-MER education goes a long way in treatment. Many find their symptoms are 
more easily managed once they are aware it is a medical problem rather than an 
emotional problem. Mothers should be encouraged to track their D-MER in a log 
which will help them become aware of things that may aggravate their symptoms as 
well as things that may help lessen their symptoms. You can learn more by visiting 
www.D-MER.org, where you will also find information that you can take to a care 
provider.  
“J�$ćŔĀɶ” 
ȖȑªȔD-MER�ƻ×�¦$�ƣ)Ý�5ñ��^ŢÝ¦$ėh�Ƥɯ{ê�
Ǜáɳ�ÊĜĪÊD-MER�ƻ×'5�ɬɇǠ¹Ý�ŦȜ�WȤÏ:)]nŅ�
ĸ®ɳ;�ĪÊĶ�ÊD-MER�ƻ×&ɹğƴ;¦$�ǞȤ�	ŒƌɳŁ�

9S�Ⱥ¦$`P�����ƣV¹Ôɹd����DZ¹Ô#ɹ¦$�ȔǨ�U
ąĝćŔɳãüȖȑÌÌ$ØżǑɟ¦$�D-MER9)Dǵɹ�_'5Œƌ¦$
ȟmě�ND'5�ª¦$�ȔǨɹě�ND	ƌ�ƦĪ¦$�ȔǨɳÓ(ȩ¹
www.D-MER.org  ɹ�'5VŃU���n�`Ɔɹ�ü�Ĳ�*'5 ���'
ĆɄR��ĉƇėȄę�kÕɳ
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“How Can I Help?”  
Be supportive! If it is her desire to continue to breastfeed, try not to question that. 
Remember that nursing sessions are hard for her. Ask her what you can do that 
would be most helpful. Does she want to be left alone? Does she want to chat? 
Read a book? Talk on the phone? Bring her a glass of water and offer her a smile. 
Try to be understanding when she gets agitated while breastfeeding and encourage 
her in her efforts. She is doing what is safest and healthiest for her baby despite the 
misery she is feeling in the midst of it all. Listen to her talk about what she experi-
ences and how it feels. Don’t question her feelings, but sympathize with her. She 
can also be reminded that just because she doesn’t experience the “warm fuzzies” 
associated with breastfeeding, it doesn’t mean she is weird; remind her that D-MER 
is a medical condition, a hormonal problem. Also, encourage her to talk to others 
with D-MER; it will be helpful to her to learn that she is not alone.  
“�·_o�Œƌɼ” 
ōĐɶej¦�ŨĵƻɇȽŝɹ��ĩǽɳµØÎɹƜ�ɷɬɇɸŶŽ;¦-£ɳ
¹¦��[Q!ɹ���4	Œƌ�ɳ¦�ŕ��
�ɼ¦�Ɠ��ɼƘ��Ĩɼ
���pɼR¦¿�ƥ{ɹR¦��F�ɳ�¦ɬɇ6SɅȜ�¥#ɹťÐRȵ�
ćɹâȖȑ¦�[�Ƭqɳ
¦��[��;ÀÀ4¥s:4ƇƝ�NDɹťĽ¦Zm��ņc��-ģňɳ©
¦ǅĬ¦�tƛ:Zmɳ��ĩǽ¦�Zmɹ���D¦ɳ�#ɹ'5ėƏ¦ƾƾ
��¦.	tƛ(�^�ƻɇȽŝ ¨�“şƺɚƍ”Zmɹ�â�zġ0¦-ƃ
ǆɻėƏ¦ɹD-MER  ���ƣVǨǵɷ¹ÔɸɹČƖƼ¹Ôɳ�#ɹȖȑ¦��
_ȧ	D-MER�ƻ×İǅɹ��	ƌ�J¦`P¦â�ǣøɳ

“Nobody Told Me This Could Happen”  
D-MER is not a new problem, but until recently very little has been known about it. 
Mothers have been embarrassed to talk about their experiences and have been dis-
missed when they have spoken of it. As a result of their silence, no one realized 
how widespread D-MER really is. It is vital that both women and professionals be-
come educated about D-MER. One of the most effective ways for this to happen is 
for there to be on-going open communication between nursing mothers, family 
members and friends and the medical community about all aspects of D-MER .  
“.	
ŌƯ���9)” 
D-MER�����¹Ôɹ�ð�4ó�ðǓ�
`ɳl�ÌÌ$ǅů�I�tƛ
#�-ɣɡɹČē¦$ļ6��r
$�ä½ɳķ�¦$�Ǚƕɹ.	
zƆ�
D-MER@���!ǧǍɳX¡:Òï
ƈånä½D-MER ¨n��ğƴĶ¨ª
�ɹ�>ƚ�n�Ñ�4	ŋ�nÏc��	¢�¶v�ɬɇ�ƻ×ɲ7ȗ?ùɲ
«b5ůƣȤƪŤc|¨�D-MER�	n��>�Ņİ¬ɷȼÓɸɳ
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   Helping Professionals Understand  
  Dysphoric Milk Ejection Reflex (D-MER)  
   

  Ŝȹ�¥�ƮɇŗƮɷĕɇŗƮɻȱɇŗƮɸ 

Defining & Describing D-MER  
D-MER presents itself with slight variations depending on the mother experiencing 
it, but it has one common characteristic - a wave of negative or even devastating 
emotion just prior to letdown. This emotional response is the consistent key com-
ponent in D-MER. The breastfeeding mother experiences this surge of negative 
emotions about 30-90 seconds prior to her milk release when breastfeeding, pump-
ing or with spontaneous MER. By the time milk actually releases and the baby 
starts gulping, the feelings have dissipated, only to return just prior to another 
MER. Although mothers with D-MER sometimes express the emotions a bit differ-
ently, there are many similarities with the terms and language that they use. Also, it 
is important to realize that because the intensity of the D-MER experience is vari-
able, the emotional responses experienced with D-MER fall within a three-level 
spectrum: despondency, anxiety and agitation. The most commonly used words 
used are: a hollow feeling in the stomach, anxiety, sadness, dread, introspective-
ness, nervousness, anxiousness, emotional upset, angst, irritability, hopelessness 
and general negative emotions. 
Ŝȹ�¥�ƮɇŗƮ��Ʒ:ɗǗ 
Ŝȹ�¥�ƮɇŗƮɷD-MERɸ���ɔSĪF�®Ęɹ�^®Ę¯Ŕ�ƻ×;
Ā�tƛɹ�Ā	��Ƒ��ĄK——ɛ��ȱɇc�6S��Ǽǥ��ȡĶ�ȴ
ȸ¡�DȆɳ�^DȆŗã�D-MER��ƽ�ª�ȫ?�¾ɳƻɇȽŝ�ƻ×�
ɬɇɲǖśƲǖśĜ�9¡ȱɇŗƮ#ɹ�ɇɆȉ�c�tƛ�ƨ30-90ǌ�^Ɩ
y�ĻƂDȆɳ�ɇɆ�ǁ�ȉ�:ÀÀ>ôɃɠȞɢ8Tś#ɹ�^DȆ��Ļ
öɹB	�ƀ��ƮɇŗƮɷMERɸ~�6Sc�a�ŧ9ɳƳWD-MER�ƻ×
	#¤Ň�DȆǱ	��ɹ��CɗǗ�Ǹń:ńŬn�	-� ƿcāɳ�#ɹ
ķ�D-MERtƛ�ëÊ�'®�ɹ�ò'�tƛD-MER�DȆŗã2�M�w
ĖɺɪɞɹɅȜ:ȹ\ɹīƆ���K�-ª��ɳ4õC�ɗǗD-MERZ½�
Ǹń�ɺ÷ɉ�ZmɲȌȜɲǈûɲȊɐɲ�ǪɲźíɲɅȜɲDȆ�¥ɲɪɞɲ
ŜȹɲŴÙ:õ��ǥ�DZɳ

Who Suffers from D-MER and Why  
It is known that D-MER is a physiological problem, not a psychological one and 
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that D-MER is dopamine mediated. ln order for prolactin (what makes breast milk) 
to increase, dopamine must drop - since it controls the secretion of prolactin. When 
a milk release is triggered (nipple stimulation, conditioned reflex or over fullness of 
the breast) it causes an immediate drop in dopamine levels in order to let prolactin 
slowly increase. But in a mother with D-MER, when dopamine lowers, it falls too 
wide or too low or too fast in the central nervous system. When dopamine drops in-
appropriately in a mother with D-MER, the dopamine receptors that are present in 
the pleasure center of the brain are deprived of the dopamine they need which re-
sults in the wave of negative emotions.  
²ȧ	D-MERɹ�Q!ɼ 
����`�ɺD-MER �)�¹Ôɹ��%�¹ÔɹD-MER��ƤɯȒƠ�ɳ�
�ėhɦɇƼɷĀ'ȣ¶ƻɇŏ):2ɦɸɹ�Ƥɯıǡ�ǟɹ��ĀǴă�Ⱦɇ
Ƽ�2ɦɳ�ɇɆ�ȉ�rȥ9ɷɇ�ǲƖɹÛ¾ŗƮĜɇŹ(ÊɫɤɸɹĀ�Ơ
ƽ�Ƥɯ{êűČ�ǟɹ5ĹJȾɇƼūūy�ɳ��D-MER�ƻ×°Úɹ��
Ƥɯǟŷ#ɹĀ��ɭčtĠƎ�ǟ�Y�ɲYŷɲĜY=ɳ�D-MER�ƻ×°
Ú�Ƥɯ�Ţ�8�ǟ#ɹ�Ŗ��“úȓ”�ɭɷ“ɂɋ”�ɭɸɷ�Ƥɯ�ž�č
tÞc|ĆɄkĒ��^ɄĩɹĀ�ǲƖ�Ŗ��“úȓ”�ɭɹē
ŏ)ɂɋZɸ
��Ƥɯ½°rɧɒ�Ā$ý���ƤɯɷČɺ�Ƥɯ½°�� �ųŠ��ý�
��ƤɯƖƼɸɹ§dƠƽ�Ǽǥ�DȆ�9)ɳ

What D-MER is Not  
D-MER is different than the isolated itching or nausea some women experience 
with letdown, and although those problems can accompany D-MER, dysphoric 
milk ejection reflex is a separate problem by itself. D-MER is also different from 
postpartum depression although, again, PPD and D-MER can occur in a mother at 
the same time. Mothers suffering only from D-MER feel quite happy and normal 
in-between D-MER episodes.  
D-MER��Q!ɼ 
D-MER���	�șX�ȱɇɷȱɇɸ#tƛ�øŕ�ɰɖĜƞ%ɹťĽ��¹
Ô'5Ǯ�D-MER6Sɹ�Ŝȹ�¥�ƮɇŗƮ�����øŕ�¹ÔɳD-MER
����ŏHɈȃȔɹƳWPPDɷŏHɈȃȔɸ:D-MER'5�#6S���ƻ
×��ɳƾȧ�D-MER�ƻ×�D-MER9�c|ɷČɺ.	D-MER9�à|ɸ
Z�Ë2=}:¢õɳ

Weaning  
No one should ever have to wean their baby if they are not ready, but D-MER 
makes mothers feel so uncomfortable when breastfeeding, that many choose to 
wean early. However, if they can be made aware that what they are experiencing is 
caused by a medical, hormonal problem, it will help them more successfully 
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process the feelings of D-MER and result in fewer mothers weaning unnecessarily. 
Also, it is important to realize that for many mothers committed to breastfeeding, 
weaning early due to the challenges of D-MER, may result in the negative feelings 
associated with D-MER being replaced by feelings of guilt leading to further prob-
lems. Mothers who are considering weaning because of D-MER should be encour-
aged to try prescription treatment options.  
Ƨś 
ej.	Řš�ɹĥĈ
��ãüRG$�é3Ƨśɹ�D-MER'ēƻ×ɬɇ#
Z��ŢɹƽēŁ�ƻ×îƊ�ė�ƧśɳWdɹej�J¦$`P¦$�tƛ�
���ƣV:ƖƼ¹Ôɹ<!��Œƌ¦$U?į8ā�D-MER#�DȆɹķò
'ēUÃ�ƻ×ȍ¯�ı��Ƨśɳ�#ɹ;Ł�űƐ�ƻɇȽŝ�ƻ×&ɹ�
D-MER�ƩĤdė³Ƨś'��Ơƽ5ÚɨZd¯Ğ�D-MER	¨�ǥ�DȆɹ
§dǎ1¶�Ŀ�¹ÔɹīƆ���K�-ª��ɳãüȖȑ�D-MERd¢�Ŧ
ȜƧś�ƻ×Ƞ±ān�ǞȤnǭɳ

Milk Ejection Reflex Intensity and Duration  
Some mothers have very mild D-MER, often describing it simply as a "sigh" or a 
"pang." However, on the other end of the scale of intensity, there are some mothers 
who feel extreme emotions resulting in suicidal ideation, thoughts of self-harm or 
feelings of anger. These feelings are usually brief and rarely do they act on them. 
These mothers need to be encouraged and supported and not treated as an abuse 
risk. They also need to consider more serious treatment in order to more effectively 
manage their D-MER. It is important to note that a mother's D-MER will be harder 
to handle if she also has PPD or an anxiety disorder. Most mothers notice the onset 
of D-MER within the first couple weeks of breastfeeding and for some it will be 
gone by the time the baby is three months old. Other mothers find that D-MER gets 
less severe and slowly dissipates as the baby ages and then at some point realize 
they are no longer experiencing it. For others it remains until weaning, regardless of 
the baby's age.  
ɇƮŗƮëÊ:Đĵ#| 
��ÌÌ$ȧ-ĪF�D-MERɹtõƟąĀB��đ“ɑÕ”Ĝ�ȏ“ƹģ”ɳ�ƀ
Í��ȧ	-ǳªD-MER�ƻ×$ɹ¦$Z�ƂÊźí�DȆɹ�ŏ)�Ǖ�z
Ŋ5ů��ûŪ��ÏĜȦǯ�DȆɳ��DȆÓõ�ŭȲ�ɹâƸ-Ã�ē¦$
@�ǩəv\ɳ��ƻ×ý�Ȗȑ:ōĐɹȚœ¦$½�ǷĮ�¼ǂɳ¦$*ý�
ŦȜUī@�ǞȤ5ĹU	ŋ8ćŔ¦$�D-MER¹Ôɳª����Ězɹ��
D-MER�ƻ×ej¦�#ȧ	PPDɷŏHɈȃȔɸĜɅȜ¡ɓɜ�U£ā�ɳ�
�Ĕƻ×Ěz�D-MER9)�ƻɇȽŝ���ċɹâƸ¦$�����
��À
ÀM�Ç��#�ĀɷD - M E Rɸ�Ļö�ɳ	�ÌÌ�9Sħ0ɘÁ��ɹD -
MER  ® �<!ǳª�ɹâƸūūƦǿɹð�¦$�ž�#ƋzƆ�¦$��Z
m��Ā�ɳ;G��ƻ×&ɹĀ�ðĐĵĶƧśɹOĬé3�AȪ�,ɳ
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History  
Mothers do not get D-MER because they were sexually abused or because of a 
traumatic birthing experience. When a mother experiences D-MER, the emotions 
she feels may cause her to remember those upsetting times in her life, but the expe-
riences are not triggering the D-MER. The emotions she experiences with D-MER 
may be reminiscent of how she felt during those times, and therefore make her 
think back to them because the feeling is similar. This is likely because D-MER by 
itself creates this dopamine drop in a mother's body, making her feel this way re-
gardless of her past life experiences. lf she happened to have a life experience in the 
past that caused the same dopamine drop to occur, then she is likely to have a deja 
vu feeling with each D-MER as that dopamine drop repeats itself.  
ƛǜɷŻǜɸ 
ƻ×����¦$	r¡ǷĮĜ�Ɖû¡2ɮ�tƛdȧ�D-MERɳ���ƻ×
tƛD-MER#ɹ¦Zm��DZ'��ē¦gǉ1¦�)�tƛ�<�ǘ
%Ŝ
zơ�ĳÇɹ���tƛ��ǎ9D-MERɳ¦ȧD-MER#�tƛ�DZ'�ē¦
�1��<�ĳÇL�Zmɹ�5oJ¦g�1Ā$ɹ��Zm�ƭƿ�ɳ�'�
���D-MER��ǎ1�ƻ×°Ú�Ƥɯ�ǟɹē¦	�eò�Z½ɹd�¦(
+�)]tƛO¨ɳej¦ȘȎ	���_ţ?�Ƥɯ�ǟ�(+�)]tƛɹ<
!¦-'���Ƥɯ���ǟªS#	���D-MERƿŮ Ɔ�Zmɳ

Treatment  
For mothers with mild to moderate D-MER, education goes a long way in treat-
ment. Many find their symptoms more easily managed once they are aware it is a 
medical problem not an emotional problem. These mothers should be encouraged to 
track their D-MER in a log to help them become aware of things that may aggra-
vate their symptoms (stress, dehydration, caffeine) and things that may help relieve 
the symptoms (extra rest, better hydration, exercise.) Mothers with more severe D-
MER may need a prescription in order to manage her D-MER. Thus far, treatments 
that increase dopamine levels in a mother treat D-MER effectively. These can be in 
the form of dopamine reuptake inhibitors, dopamine agonists or other dopamine 
supporting medications that would be considered appropriate for a breastfeeding 
mother. Commonly prescribed SSRI antidepressants do not seem to affect D-MER 
one way or another. If there are concerns regarding the safety of these dopamine-in-
creasing drugs it is recommended that the book, Medications and Mothers Milk by 
Dr. Thomas Hale be consulted. More information, resources and support can be 
found at www.D-MER.org.  
ǞȤ 
;�	ĪÊĶ�ÊD-MER�ƻ×ɹğƴ;ǞȤ	-��ŒƌɳŁ�
9S�Ⱥ`
PD-MER���ƣV¹Ôd��DZ¹Ô#ɹ¦$�ȔǨ�Uąĝ �Ǵăɷć
ŔɸɳãüȖȑ��ÌÌ$ØżǑɟ¦$�D-MER9)Dǵɹ�_	ƌ�¦$ȟ
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mě�ND'5�ª¦$�ȔǨɷƵqɲƂÊèɁɲȋȕ�ɸɹě�ND'�	ƌ
�Ȭć¦$�ȔǨɷȯÍ�ƢÕ#|ɲU��{Ý�Cɲď\ɸɳƙ�ǳªD -
MER�ƻ×'�ý�ānǛá5Ǵă¦� D-MERɳ�ĺ��ǃɹy�ƻ×°Ú�
Ƥɯ{ê�ȤÏ'	ŋ�ǞȤD-MERɳ��ȤÏĊɊēC�ƤɯªǬ¯Ɉăɝɹ
�Ƥɯ½°Ɩ\ɝĜG�ƤɯɥƌǛáɹ��Ǜárī�ŢC�ƻɇȽŝ�ƻ×ɳ
ǾƗ�õC�SSRIɷSelective Serotonin Reuptake InhibitorɹɎŀ�SSRIɹîƊ¡
5-ɱ»ɯ�ǖÜɈăɝɸǰɈȃǛáƿǇOĬeĈ;D-MER�1�Cɳej;�
��Ƥɯy�Ǜá�¥s¡Ɓ	ǺȌɹŵǔŎȶThomas Hale Eƈ�/�ɴǛá�
ƻɇȽŝɵ�Ĩɳeȁ�¯U��kÕɲŞǚ:ōĐ'ȩ¹www.D-MER.orgɳ

Education  
D-MER is not new, but until recently little was known about it. Mothers were em-
barrassed to talk about it, thought they were the only ones struggling with the emo-
tions they were experiencing during letdown and if in fact they did speak about it, 
their concerns were often dismissed. Because of this no one realized until recently 
how widespread it really is. However, as people continue to speak about and famil-
iarize nursing mothers and medical professionals regarding the problem of D-MER, 
awareness will increase and ongoing progress will be made.  
ğƴ 
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